The
Importance of
LINE
Year 7 - September (2 lessons)

Line
Lines are used by artists and
designers to describe objects,
add detail or create
expression. Lines deﬁne an
artwork and reveal the
artist’s techniques.
A line is a mark made on a
surface that joins different
points. Lines can vary in
length, width, direction and
shape. Artists and designers
can use lines for many
different reasons.

Learning Objectives

Success Criteria

Use a combination of lines and
imaginative approaches to create
detailed pattern experiments which
draw the viewer's attention.

1, Listen to the Introduction - The
Importance of Line.

Reflect on the historical work of
Albrecht Durer and use previous
learning to complete a unique piece of
armour.

3, Use your imagination and combine
pattern and line in the creation of your
own work (task sheet 1).

Identify strengths and weaknesses by
completing the self assessment (task
sheet 1).

2, View process demonstrations (YouTube/Teacher).

4, Identify ‘what went well’ before starting
task sheet 2 - Durer’s ‘Rhinoceros’.
5, Use a combination of scales and
mark-making techniques to develop your
armour design.

Lines can show the subject's physical
appearance:
●
●
●
●

The outline of shapes and objects
Details of features and patterns
Surfaces and texture
Tone, light and shade

Lines can suggest something more
than just what can be seen:
●
●
●
●

Movement
Mood and atmosphere
The subject's emotions
The artist's emotions and ideas

Contour lines
Lines that are used to deﬁne the shape or form
of an object or to show key details are called
outlines or contour lines.
Expressive lines
Lines can be added to an artwork using a range
of different media such as pencil, charcoal, oil
paint and watercolour. These different media
will give the lines a different quality, they may
be thicker or thinner, bold or smudged.
The way lines are created can be used to
express emotions and to create mood.

Descriptive lines
Descriptive lines tell us more about a
subject. They help make a shape look more
like a three-dimensional object by showing
light, shade and texture.
In The Rhinoceros (c.1515), Albrecht Durer
uses lines to describe how he imagines the
animal would look and feel.
Thin contour lines show the overall form and
the outline of sections of armoured shell.
More detailed lines that are close together,
combine to show hard ridges, spikey hair
and areas of smooth and rough texture. The
overall effect is that the shell looks heavy,
hard and bulky even though it is a drawing
on a flat page.

●

Task Sheet Activities
You will need a black pen and a
sharp pencil for these tasks!

●

Task sheet 2

Task sheet 1

https://youtu.be/dSgGxXXI1kA

Examples

Example

Task 1 -

For this task you will need to
use your imagination and
experiment with as many
different marks, lines and
patterns as you can!
It’s best to use a black pen, but
you can also use a pencil.
Tip - Pencil is particularly good
to use if your outlining some of
your ideas lightly on the sheet.

Don’t forget to reflect on your work!

Make sure you fill all the
available space within each
shape - *see completed
example!

Task 2 1, Watch the YouTube clip on the pattern
example slide before you begin this task.
2, First experiment with very detailed
mark-making techniques in the six squares.
3, Work directly onto the task sheet to fill in
the armour on Durer’s famous rhinoceros
print.
You will need to work relatively small in order
to include as much intricate detail as you can!
Think about how your patterns will help to
make the armour appear more decorative and
heavy.
Reflect on the original print for further
inspiration (slide 5).

Blended learning:
Produce a bookmark
which shows off all of
your favourite patterns
and shapes.
You will need a piece of
card approximately 4 cm
x 12 cm to work on.
You can add your name
within the design and
even attach a piece of
thread if you have some
at home - see examples.

Book Mark
- Line &
Pattern task

